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R. A. Jameson
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Abstrac(

Accelerator-based neutron sources for R&t) of materials in nuclear energy
systems, including fusion reactors, can provide sufficient neutron flux, flux-
volume, fl~lence and other attractive features for many aspects of materials
research, The neutron spectrum produced from the D-Li reaction has been
judged u?eful for many basic materials research problems, and to be a
satisfactmy approximation to that of the fusion process.

The technology of high-intensity linear accelerators can readily be applied
to provide the deuteron beam for the neutron source. Earlier applications
included the Los Alamos Meson Physi~ Facility and the Fusion Materials
Irradiation Test facility prototype, The key features of today’s advanced
accelerator technology are presented to illustrate the present state-of-the-art in
terms of improved understanding of basic physical principles and
engineering technique, and to show how these advances can be applied to
present demands in a timely manner. These features include how to produce
an intense beam current with the high ,~uality required to minimize beam
iosscs along the accelerator and transport system that could cause
maintenance difficulties, by controlling the beam emittance through proper
choice of thr operating frequency, balancing of the forces acting on the beam,
and realizati( ‘,1in practical hardware.

A most interesting aspect for materials researchers is the increased
flexibility and opportunities for experimental configurations that a modern
,~ccelerator-based source could add to the set of available tools.

First of ccmr.se is a high flux of ~eutrons. Four other tools are described:
1, The output energy of the deuteron beam can be varied to provide energy

selectivity (or the materl~ls researcher, The energy would typically be varied
in discrete steps; the number of steps can be adjusted depending on actual
mm!s and costs.
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2. ~ematerials sample target chambrcould hirradiated by more than
one beam, from different angles. This would provide many possibilities for
tailoring the flux distribution.

3. Advanced techniques in magnetic optics systems allow the density
distribution of the deuteron beam at the target to be tailored. Controlled
distributions from gaussian to uniform to hollow can be provided, This
affords further control of the distribution in the target chamber.

4. The accelerator and associated beam transport elements are all essentially
electronic systems, and therefore can be controlled and modulated on a time
cycle basis. Therefore, all of the above tools could k varied in possibly
complex patterns under computer control; this may open further
experimental approaches for studying various rate-dependent effects.

These considerations will be described in the context of the Energy Selective
Neutron Irradiation Test (ESNIT) facility which is conceived at JAERI.

Accelerator Beam Dynamics Issues

Beam Brightness

An inten~ neutron source ior basic materials research is proposed by
JAER.1,based on a 35-40 MeV, -20 mA cw deuteron beam on a molten lithium
target, The required target technology was demonstrated in the previous US
FMIT program, as were many of the accelerator issures. Subsequent y, a great
deal of relevant work has been carried out at Los Alamos. Particle accelerators
are now used in many areas of physics research and in industrial and medical
applications. New uses are being studied to address major societal needs in
energy production, materials research, generation of intense beams of
radiation at optical and suboptical wavelengths, treatment of various kinds of
waste, and so on. Many of these modem applic?,tions require a high intensity
beam at the desired energy, along with a very good beam quality in terms of
the beam confinement, aimin~ or focusing, Accelerators are expensive, so
their makers strive to maximize output and quality at high efficiency, A
primary figure of merit for accelerators is the beam brightness, defined as the
beam power (or current when the energy is fixed) divided by the phase space
appropriate to the problem at hand, Phase space for the beam as a whole is
six-dimensional, describing the physical size of the beam and the change in
size with time or distance; the area projected on one plane is called
emittimce. Achieving high intensity and gcmi quality simultaneously is
difficult; at nonrelativistic velocities the problem is mainly nonlinear spacc-
charge and focusing forces. In recent years, substantial progress has been
made in understanding the physics of these effects; some aspects are reviewed
here and related to their impact on practical design aspects.

Achieving high-brightness accelerated particle be~ms invulves work
on both the numera-tor and the denominator of the brightrwss equation---
bc,~m intensity divided by beam quality, The numerator can be raised by lwul~’
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force, but the large power requiremen~ and engineering problems that result
can be formidable, and better system efficiency becomes a key issue. For
example, a given accelerator channel can accelerate only a certain amount of
current, depending on the required emittance and other imposed constraints.
If more cument is desired, the constraints or basic parameters might be
changed, or several accelerator channels or modules could be used. The latter
approach would multiply the system power requirement directly; therefore,
one would prefer to find a more efficient way to raise the current, if possible.

The achievable beam intensity and quality are nonlinearly related, and
raising the intensity tends to spoil the quality, or conversely, trying for better
quality may limit the current. The beam quality or emittance that we are
most concerned with here is the effective area occupied by the beam in phase
space, defined by computing the centroid and the projected rms emittance
ellipses of the particle distribution and passing ellipses of that shape through
each particle. The minimum phase space volume in an accelerator is no
smaller than the emittance of the particle source. Therefore, decreasing the
denominator of the brightness factor involves building Iow-emittance (but
also intense and, therefore, bright) particle sources and then preserving the
source brightness through all the subsequent steps of beam transport and
acceleration to the final energy and the beam target. Thus, in the final design
for an application, many factors constrain the brightness that can be achieved.
However, in recent years, a few key requirements and procedures have been
elucidated that have major effects on achieving higher brightnesses.

Frequency Choice @ Nortrehalivistic km Beam Linucs

Simpie but very effective design equations for nonrelativistic
transported or accelerated beams can be obtained by writing genmal rrns
envelope equations for the beam as it is constrained in the accelerator
channel. The external channel-focusing forces are offset by the internal space-
charge forces in the beam; a beam-current limitation of the channel is reached
when the focusing and space-charge forces cancel (in practice, errors and other
factors force operation below this limit). The simplest forml of the envelope
equations for an ellipsoidal bunch in an accelerator approximated by a weakly
coupled harmonic oscillator system is

Et m tyta2/N~k and El . ulb2/N~A (1)

in terms of the transverse and longitudinal planes, where Et and EIare the
transverse and longitudinal rms emittance, a is the average transverse rms
beam radius, b is the physical rms bunch length, and at and al are the phase
advances of the oscillatory motion in phase space over the period N(JL, Thv u
terms each can be expanded into two terms, one containing the machine
parameters and the other cor,taining the beam current and also the beam
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sizes a and b, explicitly. It is necessary to solve both parts of Eq. (1)
simultaneously; the result is a beam that is “matched” to the shape factors of
the machine acceptance phase space. We know that the effective emittance of
mismatched or mis-stesred beams can grow. It is important to note that these
equations apply locally; thus they should be applied not only as initial
conditions at the entrance point of various sections of a machine, but also
with care to ensure they remain true at every point.

The envelope equations can be solved for two quantities---for example,
the current and one other. T’~econstraints imposed on various parameters
can strongly influence the solution, We found that if maxi-mum current is
the goal (disregarding emittance), then lower operating frequencies are
favored, But if high brightness is the goal, the maximum current achievubk
for a fixed transverse emittance s!rongly favors higher frequency linacs and
strong external focusing. This result basically arises from the smaller amount
of charge per bunch in a higher frequency system with given phase advances
per focusing period, and from the smaller beam size if the focusing is strong.
While space-charge forces are increased in a small beam, the spatial extent
over which the beam thermal energy is distributed is smaller, and the la t-ter
effect dominates.

As a practical example, the low-beta section of a modern 100-mA
average current proton Iinac would operate at a frequency around 400 MHz.
Fortunately, there are also other factors that are advantageous at higher
frequencies, such as smaller size, ability to withstand higher electric fields
without breakdown, and reduction in the amount of energy that must be
stored in a resonant stmcture. Engineering factors such as heat removal in
t,igh duty factor or cw applications, on the other hand, argue for lower
frequency, so a balance must be struck.

Free Energy Balance and Minimization

We return to the rms mode! of the coupled harmonic oscillator accelerator
system with an ellipsoidal nonrelativistic beam bunch. In space-charge-
dominated beam/ accelerator system, effective emittance growth could occur
if the average energy in each of the coupled degrees of freedom is unequall.
Equating the nrM quantities <v12> = <vjz> and ut2<x\2>/N~k ‘~uj2<xj2~/N~~

produces another equation:

EI/E+= &/d = b/a (2)

where the particle velocities v and positions x are averaged over each degree
of freedom, for example, transverse and longitudinal.

Systems satisfying the three equations of Eqs, (1) and (2) are both
matched and “equipartitioned. ” Again, the condition can be applied locally
,\nd should be applied at injection and all along the machine, if possible, to
rnsure r,~inimum emittance growth. We are still only beginnir.g to explore
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the full ramifications of satisfying simultaneously the matcliing and
equipartitioning constraints on linac design. Unfortunately, it is not easy,
within the limitations of other constraints, to prepare an equipartitioned
beam for injection or to always maintain tie energy balance; thus, the
desirability of equipartitioning joins the list of properties among which
tradeoffs must be made. For example, the radi~frequency quadruple (RFQ)
accelerator, discussed further below, could be used to prepare an
equipartitioned beam for injection into a DTL operating at twice the RFQ
frequency. However, with present design approaches, a rath-r long RFQ
results, and because we can often select the energy at which this transition is
made and adjust the matching so that little deterioration of brightness occurs,
we usually have not insisted upon equipartitioning at the transition. The
physics of the energy balance requir( ment on achieving high brightness is
very compelling, however, and much more work is needed in this area.

The physical mechanisms for the space-charge-induced rrns-emittance
growth from free-energy redistribution have been clarified3 as a charge-
density redistribution occurring within about on~quarter of a plasma
oscillation period of the system, and as a slower kinetic-energy exchange
toward equipartiticming. The basic equation4 for a bunched beam
focusing in three degrees of freedom is

(1/<x2>) (dEx2/dt) + (1/<y2>) (dE~/dt) + (1/<z2>) (dEz2/d) =

(-3Vmd~M [d(U~/dtl

where E is defined as four times the true rrns ernittance E, N is the

with linear

(3)

,

number of
particles in the bunch, and Un is the mm~inear field energy proportional to
the difference between the space-charge field energy of the actual beam and
that of an equivalent uniform beam with the same rms properties. Thus, the
time rate of change of the squared emittance is proportional to the rate of
change of the nonlinear field energy. In the matched and space-charge-
dominated case, the rms beam sizes stay approximate y constant, therefore
Eq. (3) can be integrated and a final emittance predicted. For the transverse
plane,

and for the longitudinal plane,

2+Pi ) P( 16 Pf Gz(b/a)
EZ~~= EZI (:.)2/3 ( U~ - Unl ) , (4b)2(= m-

—(2 + Pf)

where i and f signify initial and final emittance, G’s are bunch geometry

factors, UO’Sare zero-current phase advances, KJ is a bunched-beam



perveance, and P is the partition parameter defined as P = <z’z>/<x’z> and is

a nonrelativistlc measure of the kinetic-energy asymmetry in the rest frame
of the bunch. The temts show the contribution to emit%mce growth from
charge redistribution and from equipartitioning. If the initial charge
distribution is nonuniform, the charge redistribution will always occur in
about one-quarter plasma period (about one cell in a high-current machine).
Movement toward equipartitioning will occur if the intensity is above a
threshold---a concise theory for the threshold and the rate of the movement
is not available.

Beam Halo Formation

The nonlinear space-charge forces also act to produce a low density
halo around the beam. Nonlinear focusing forces (including abrupt changes)
can cause filamentation in pl,ase space and contributions to halo formation.
A theory for halo formation is not yet available, but it is probable that the
behavitv of these particles in the outer fringes of the distribution, where they
are more likely to be smaped off as beam loss and contribute to residual
radioactivity along the machine, is based on similar matching and energy
balance requirements. Empirical research in progTess has produced some
indications that channels designed to speafically control quantities like
energy balance, phase advance or tune depression, and so on, along the
channel may produce brighter beams on both an rms and a total basis.

Accelerator Design

These fundamental considerations dominate the accelerator design,
Our design philosophy for the accelerator in a materials research factory is
directed at providing sufficient beam current and minimizing beam spill
along the machine. We estabiish the current with high beam quality at the
ion source, and maintain it by controlling the space-charge and focusing
forces -- by matchjng, equlpartitionin~ and maintaining linearity
(uniformity) of the particle distribution and forces as much as possible.

Acceleration Mdhod at i w Velocities

At the low~nergy front end, we strive for low emittance growth and
low halo formation as the beam undergoes the bunching process and
accelerating structure transitions, including possible frequency doubling at
higher energies. Space-charge forces are stronger at low velocities; thus the
acceleration method at low velwities is ~ucial. The RFQ accelerator
structure, invented in the Soviet Lfnio[,s, was the first practical realization of
a long-expressed desire to provide a more nearly adiabatic process for the
initial acceleration of ions produced in an ion source. Tlv RFQ overcame the
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prior difficulty of providing strong external focusing fields for low-velocity
ions. The celi length in a low-velocity structure is short, hence, a large
number of cells are possible within a reasonable physical length. The
complicated processes of bunching and accelerating the twain can then be
spread smoothly over these many ce!ls, and the result is a much better
preservation of the injected beam’s brightness.

An example of present performance for protons is an output transverse
rms normalized emittance of around 0.3 pi.mm.mrad for a 100-mA beam at
2MeV.

Acceleration io Higher Energy

A major feature of our recent designs is to require a large ratio of the
accelerator acceptance to the beam emittance; in particular, a large ratio of
beam channel aperture to beam size in the transverse dimensions, and
similarly large ratio of phase acceptance to bunch phase length in the
longitudinal dimension. This a~rture increase, while maintaining strong
focusin& minimizes spill and also helps linearize the external focusing forces.
A ramped acmlerating field is used to provide sbong longitudinal focusing.

For the ESNIT materials testing facility proposed by JAERI, based on the
-Li reaction, a cw deuteron beam of about 20 mA is required at an energy of

35-40 MeV. At about 2 MeV, it is desirable for efficiency reasons to change to a
drift-tube-linac (DTL) accelerating stmcture. Conventionally, the DTL would
be used up to the final energy. In our recent thinking, however, several new
factors have come into play. We have become concerned about recent data
that indicate that permanent magnet materials currently available become
radiation damaged at fairly low doses, so we prefer designs that do not use
permanent magnet focusing for high intensity applications. We also desire to
have the focusing magnets external to the accelerator stmctures for easier
maintenance, and, in a machine such as ESNIT where energy variability is a
requirement, want the ability to control the strength of electromagnets.
The= factors lead us to consider a transition from the DTL to a coupled-
cavity -linac (CCL) at a lower energy, around 20 MeV or even less, than was
considered typical (around 100 MeV) heretofore, (Only one high-intensity
proton linac, LAMPF, has been built to energy higher than 200 MeV.)
Keeping a high focusing strength results in a smaller number of accelerating
cells between magnets. For ESANIT,I‘~isis a potential advantage for energy
selectivity as discussed below.

The basic layout for an ESN’ITaccelerator would be as shown in
Fig. 1.
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Energy Variability

Linac Considerations

Energy variability is desired in the ESNIT facility, at least in some
numk of discrete steps. Two methods are available for varying the beam
energy from the Iinac.

One method uses Ion& many-celled drift-tube-linac tanks that are
stabilized with post-ccmulers. (Fig. 2a) If the post-couplers are detuned within
a tank after a desired energy is attained (and any subsequent tanks are not
powered with rf), the beam will not oe accelerated further and can be
transported out of the remaining Iinac and to the target. The energy variation
could be made in fine steps, since the post-coupler detuning could start at any
cell. However, the detuning is done by mechanical rotation of the post-
coupler, the reliability of the components would have to be considered, and
the time to change the energy would be lcnger than by an electrical method.
(The beam must be turned off during the adjustment time.)

Another method uses a linac made of shorr, few-celled tanks each
individually driven by an rf amplifier. (Fig. 2..b) The energy would be varied
in discrete steps corresponding to the tanks powered for acceleration; the
subsequent t,a.nkswould be unpowered and the beam would be focused
through them to the target. The transition, described above, to CCL-type
structures at 10-20 MeV is particular y appropriate for this configuration.
Each tank would have its own rf phase and amplitude controls. While there
would be many of these arcuits, they should be very reliable, and, being
electronic, could allow quick and flexible energy variability with only short
beam-off times between steps. For example, it has been mentioned that
“time-sliced” experiments, in which the beam energy was varied according to
some cyclic pattern, might be useful for some materials tests. It is conceivable
that such patterns could be created at repetition rates of, say, a cycle per second
if necessary -- longer cycles are easier.

Beam Transport , Intensity Variation, and Energy Spread

In both methods for varying the energy, proper transverse focusing
must be provided to transport the beam from where it stops accelerating to
the target. @etaiied studies would show how to adjust the quadruple
focusing electromagnets over the energy range to meet the criteria for very
low beam loss. It should be possible to design the beam transport system to
handle a wide range of beam energy, from the neutron production threshold
up to full energy, in steps determined by a cell or short-tank length.
Electromagnetic quadruples would again allow these adjustments to be
made reliably at electronic speed if desired. Recent studies have shown how
to make beam transport systems whose properties are relatively insensitive to
reductions in the beam current below ths full level. Thus intensity variation
is also possible.
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The post-coupler method might introduce a larger than usual energy
spread in the beam if the accelerating field must “turn off” over several cells
instead of abruptly. The effecls of space charge on energy spread must be
investigated for each method. Again, detailed studies are necessary, both to
determine the best technique and the effects that an energy spread would
have at the target.

RF System Considerations

A continuous-wave (CW)neutron source requires a large amount of
expensive rf power. If possible, the rf frequency should be chosen from beam
dynamics issues and not mainly from what is available in the present
marketplace, as has often been the case in the past. It would probably be cost-
effective over the life of the facility to develop new tubes at the optimum
frequencies. There are many tradeoffs; for example, a shorter accelerator
requires more rf power. A particularly interesting tradeoff with respe~t to the
subject of energy variability involves the selection of large unit-power
amplifiers vs. a greater number of smaller ones.

The lonL-tank, post-coupler scheme could go either way - using a large
tube to drive a long tank, or driving a long tank with multiple tubes. (Fig. 2)
Recent developments with compensated linac structures have shown very
good stability with multiple drives. Each tube would have its own drive
control circuits with additional overall control of the tank field.

The short-tank scheme would probably use smaller unit-power
amplifiers; the rf field phase and amplitude of each module would be
controlled independently. The amount of control circuitry required is thus
about the same for both the small-unit-power methods. The amplifier/ tank
systems are also completely electronic, and thus could be programmed to
follow complex operating cycles if desired.

Rf power tubes for the cw neutron source include gridded tubes and
klystrons, or naw developments in klystrodes or soiid-state. Although solid
state system~ are presently 3-4 times more expensive per watt than
conventional tubes, their costs are coming down. Tlwir modularity offers
great potential advantages in facility availability, because their failure mode s
hdiy by gradual de~-adation rafi~r than abfipt failure. Power supplies and
modulation are also easier. Considering the likely development status of
solid-state when needed for a neutron source, smaller unit-power packages
might be available - perhaps from 5&25ClkW.

Beam Distribution at the Target

Beam Density Distribution

There are several new ideas for changing the beam density distribution
from the gaussian profiles of earlier projects. Variations should be explored
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in terms of the benefits to various engineering concerns and to the materials
developers.

As in FMIT, an energy dispersion cavity could be added at the linac exit
to rapidly sweep the Iwam energy through the depth of the lithium target. A
more complex system using two or three hannonicrdly related rf frequencies
could be conceived if greater uniformity were needed.

The design of this system and the others to be described require
considerable further study to be able to handle the wide energy range
discussed above.

The addition of higher-order nonlinear elements to the transverse
beam transport system could provide more uniform or tailored beam
dis~ibution over the target and test volumes. Using a combination of
quadruples, octupoles and duodecapole electromagnets, a peaked
distribution can be transformed into a rectangular uniform distribution in
two dimensionsb~T. (Fig. 3) The principle in one dimension is illustrated in
Fig. 4. The method “wraps-back” the tails of a gaussian distribution into the
cenrral core. Containment of seven standard deviations of the initial
gaussian has been achieved in simulation studies.

Multiple Beam Exposure

Eventually, neutron sources in the ampere range of deuteron beam
current might be needed; such machines would be built in large modules,
each accelerating perhaps 250 mAa. In these systems, or similar scaled-down
smaller ones, it would be natural to deliver the neutrons from separate
targets to the test chamber from different directions, affording various options
for the dose distribution in the chamber. (Fig. 5)

Such a modular approach would have other operational advantages as
well.

Electronic Variation of Neutron Beam Characteristics

In the design outlined, the accelerator and assoaated beam transport
elements are all essentially electronic systems, and therefore can be controlled
and modulated on a time cycle basis. Therefore, the beam energy, intensity,
and distribution could be varied in possibly mmplex patterns under computer
control This may open further experimental approaches for stud ying v.-rious
ti,me-dependent effects.

Summary

It has been stated nere that the technical design of an ESNIT deuteron
!inac neutron source with a flexible range of energy variability and perhaps
attractive density distributions is Feasible. Other rejevant information is
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given in the panel discussion on’’Nuclear Energy Research and Accelerator-
Future Prospects” at this meeting. Detailed design work could begin
immediately to flesh out the concepts and to determine the cost. An energy
selective intense neutron source, embodied in the ESNIT proposal, is an
attractive capability for materials researchers, and it should be pwsible to
provide this capability within reasonable constraints and reasonable cost,
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Fig. 1, Schematic layout of an ESNIT accelerator.

Fig. 2. Two schemes for achieving energy variability.

Fig. 3. Multipole magnet and drift system to produce a rectangular, uniform
beam distribution from an initially peaked distribution. The magnets are
practical, with pole tip fields s 1.5 T.

Fig, 4. Octupole and drift system to change an originally gaussian
distribution beam (left side) to a highly uniform beam distribution (middle),
in one dimension.. On the right are shown computer simulation results.

Fig. 5. Neutron flux contours for two beams converging on the test chamber.
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Fig. 1. Schematic layout of an ESNIT accelerator.
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Fig. 3. Multipole magnet and Grift system to produce a rectangular, uniform beam
distribution from an initially peaked distribution. The magnets are practical, wi:h
pole tip field~ <1.5 T.
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